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•Check the stream for at least ¼ mile downstream
•Check the next three crossings, if within one mile
•Low lying structures within 300 feet upstream or ¼ mile 
downstream?
•Does the project add drainage area to the stream?
•Are overland flows concentrated?




What to do if the Downstream Channel 
is inadequate?
First:  Try to detain water!
But if not, perhaps improve 
the downstream  channel…







– Backwater Dissipates 40mm or Less at R/W
– Backwater is Contained in the Channel
• Remember to Check Outlet Velocity!
Allowable Backwater
Replacing an Existing Culvert
Match or Reduce Existing Backwater
Exception:




Grade of Adjacent Driveways
Finished Floor Elevation of Adjacent   
Buildings





For a Q100 Design Storm
– 0.6m Below Edge of Pavement
For Design Storms Less Than Q100
– Headwater Can Not Exceed Edge of Pavement 
Maximum Outlet Velocity
Revetment Riprap     < 2 m/s
Class 1 Riprap           > 2 m/s < 3 m/s
Class 2 Riprap           > 3 m/s < 4 m/s
Energy Dissipator     > 4 m/s
– See Chapter 34  
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Minimum Outlet Velocity
Typical Minimum Outlet Velocity
– 0.9 m/s




Trial 1 - Single Circular Pipe
Trial 2 - Single Deformed Pipe
Trial 3 - Single Specialty Structure
Trial 4 - Multiple Circular Pipes
Trial 5 - Multiple Deformed Pipes
Trial 6 - Multiple Specialty Structures
Pipe Culvert Interior Designation
Smooth Interior - Manning’s n = 0.012




Match Existing Culvert Size and Type




– FHWA  Program  HY-8
Hand Method
– Nomographs From FHWA Publication HDS #5 
“Hydraulic Design of Highway Culverts”




– Consultant Will Furnish Plots and Documents
– INDOT Hydraulics Will Size The Culvert
All Other Types of Projects
– Consultant Will Size the Culvert(s)
– INDOT Hydraulics Will Review Computations
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Where Do I Get More 
Information?
INDOT Design Manual                           
Part IV  Hydrology and Hydraulics
FHWA Hydraulics Home Page
– Hydraulics Engineering Publication List




More Money Equals More Projects
– $150 Million Next Two Years for Local 
Transportation Projects
– INDOT Will Be Doubling the Current 
Construction Budget of $800 Million
Proper Drainage is Essential
– Pavement Life
– Road Serviceability
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Questions
www.fhwa.dot.gov/engineering/hydraulics
